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CW t S Don't you just love sitting around the airport in the late afternoon listening to the really good sticks swapping tales? It is during those bull sessions that most of us pick up those little tidbits of information that eventually of our collective experience. One of the favorite subjects during those hangar flying sessions is the correct way to land an airplane. Generally, it isn't too long before the astute observer realizes the subject being discussed really isn't how to land



Put the airplane in the right groove and that groove seems to work right down to touch down. The next big question becomes "What is the best approach?" If the group decides there is indeed only one type of approach that is best, then the observer, who is presumably still astute, will probably notice most of the pilots in the group fly basically one category of airplane. Meaning they all fly light single engine machines or they all fly airliners, etc. If the group is made up of a wide



in the type of airplanes they usually fly will almost always agree that each airplane needs an approach that is tailored to its own special needs and sometimes that approach has to be modified to fit the airport and the environment at that time. In other words, there is no single "best" approach. However, that same group of super-pilots will, regardless of the type of flying machine they usually call home, absolutely agree that there are some basics that fit any approach in any airplane:



the airplane . . . it is how to fly the approach. The old guys, the ones who really seem able to make it happen



variety of pilots, then there is bound to be some dissension in the ranks when it comes to the question of the



• The pilot should know his air plane's characteristics. • The pilot has to be ahead of the air



with an airplane, will often make the



"best" approach because immediately



plane and know where he wants to go.



point, without putting it into words, that the landing is actually the result



someone will say, "Yeah, but if you fly • Consistency is very important. that kind of an approach in my air- • Airspeed control has to be close to perfect. plane, you'll break your neck." A group of pilots that varies wildly • Smoothness helps a lot.



bundle themselves up and become part



of the approach flown. Fly a lousy approach and you get a lousy landing. 50 APRIL 1994



• Never fly a pattern that is any larger than is absolutely necessary. Without realizing it, the super-pilots take each of the above and combines them to create the "best" approach for each different airplane in each different situation. It's fairly obvious a Super "G" Connie, a J-3 Cub and a Pitts Special can, if the pilot wanted, all fly exactly the same approach. That approach, however, would only be "best" for the Connie and would be ridiculous for the other two. So, the pilot has to take the basic ingredients that make up a good approach and mix up his own recipe. Know Your Airplane . . . They Aren't All The Same



The first point - that of knowing your airplane - is a subtle one. For one



thing, the definition of "knowing your airplane" is just a little vague. Past the stall speed and best glide speed, what else is there to know on approach? For one thing, just in reducing the power on downwind, airplanes act differently and this has a powerful effect on the rest of the approach. Some airplanes are cleaner, so they hold their speed longer when the power is reduced. If the nose is dropped immediately after reducing the power on those airplanes, it will take a long time for the speed to bleed off to glide speed because the airplane, in addition to being clean, is going down hill. What that does is extend the downwind leg slightly. If, however, the pilot hesitates a second or two after killing the power before dropping the nose, the speed will start decaying and approach speed will be set up much faster. Other airplanes are dirty enough that just in the act of chopping the power the airplane begins slowing, so the nose can be dropped to the proper attitude for the proper speed almost immediately. Every airplane is a little different. Flaps are another area where airplanes react differently depending on the flap design. Ignoring the question as to whether the airplane pitches up or down when flaps are extended, most airplanes have about the same characteristics for the first notch, or first 15 degrees of extension. However, when Fowler flaps start really going down, they have much more effect on the airplane's overall drag profile than do simple hinged flaps. Think about the attitude change needed to hold speed on a C-152 versus a Cherokee 140 during a full flap landing. With full flaps the C-152 really seems to go nose down, where the Cherokee doesn't need anywhere near the same amount of pitch change to maintain speed. These differences have to be accounted for not only in the approach, but in the landing flare as well because the airplanes bleed off speed much differently. Know Where You Are Going



It is interesting that people who would never leave for a trip in a car or airplane without doing plenty of planning so they know exactly where they are going will turn downwind and flip the switch for the planning portion of their minds to the off position. It is as if they now know exactly where the airport is so the cross country is over. No more reason to plan. When a pattern is flown without knowing ahead of time exactly where the airplane is supposed to be and



what it is supposed to be doing in every portion of the approach, the pilot is actually doing crisis-to-crisis management. He is waiting until he gets there before he decides where he'll go next. When a pilot waits until he gets to a given point before he thinks about the next point, the second point is doomed because he didn't set up the first one based on what the second one would need. He started the turn onto base leg before looking ahead to see how base leg should be placed in relationship to the runway to take the wind effect into account. Then, when he found himself on base leg, he was already committed; he no longer was able to adjust his distance from the runway to correct for wind, except by changing the radius of the base-to-final turn, which is good for only minor adjustments. He didn't plan ahead so he screwed up. Recently, the trend has been towards eliminating the need for planning ahead by dragging the airplane out far enough before turning base that there is no doubt power will be needed to make it in. Another secondary conclusion that kind of planning indicates is that the pilot has already accepted the fact that if the engine quits he isn't going to make it to the runway. Long patterns automatically mean landing off-airport if there's a power problem. If a pilot can accept that, okay ... but it doesn't seem like real sound planning. Consistency



Without a doubt the most important part of flying good approaches in a given airplane is being consistent. Flying the pattern the same way every time cuts down on the number of variables, thereby making it easier to spot what's wrong. In reality, all other things being equal, there should only be one variable in a pattern and that's where base leg is placed to compensate for the wind. If, however, any single thing in an approach is changed from the last time the approach was flown, then it is a completely different approach and there is no way the pilot's experiences with this airplane can help him correct. For i n s t a n c e , if d o w n w i n d is placed further out than usual, then obviously the airplane is going to have to fly further to make it to the runway. The fix is to move the base leg in to compensate for the extra distance. But, wait a minute! The base leg already has to be moved to take care of the changing wind. SPORT AVIATION 51



In this case, there are now two variables to work with - the different downwind distance and the wind. Then, let's say rather than being at the usual speed on downwind, the airplane arrives abeam the runway at 110 mph, rather than 100 mph. Now the airplane is going to take longer to slow down, which will keep it in the air longer. Base leg can be moved out to compensate for the higher speed. But now there are three variables to consider. Now, let's say the pilot decided to drop the nose immediately to glide attitude, rather than doing like he usually does and holding it level until approach speed is reached before dropping the nose. This means the airplane is not only faster to begin with, but is going to lose speed more slowly than usual. Base leg needs to go out to correct for that one, but how much? Now we have four variables. Dragging it out and making a bomber-like power approach is starting to look good. Rather than dropping one notch of flaps directly after killing the power, two notches are dropped. Suddenly everything about the way the airplane glides from that point on is changed. Five variables and counting. Begin to get the picture? Unless the variables are eliminated, there is little chance planning will work. A well flown pattern is based on consistency. From pattern to pattern, every effort should be made to make every single aspect of a pattern identical to the last one, so the only variable is base leg. The foregoing means that for a given airplane, certain parts of the pattern will never change. They are: • Downwind distance from the runway will always be exactly the same. If necessary, pick a point on the strut or wing tip and put it in the same place in relation to the runway, every time. That way different runway lengths won't distort your perception. If, for instance, the runway is on the wingtip, it doesn't matter whether it is 2,000 feet or 10,000 feet long. The airplane is in the right place. • The speed at the Initial Point (IP) right opposite the intended point of touch down (the numbers) should always be the same. In some little airplanes, such as a Champ, that may be cruise speed. In a Mustang, it may be 140 mph. The important thing is that the airplane arrive at the IP the same distance from the runway and at the same speed every time. • The altitude has to be exactly consistent or the distance and doesn't matter. The Big Three at the IP have to be the same, every single time - Dis52 APRIL 1994



tance, Speed and Height. • Deceleration time has to be consistent. Whatever method is used to bring the airplane down to best glide speed should be the same each time. • Flaps and gear should be extended at the same speed and in the same place in the pattern. • Airspeed should be the same at different parts of the approach. Don't think this is being overly dramatic or overly conservative. There is no one thing that can help a pilot improve his landings that has more effect than simply being consistent. If he makes every effort to be consistent, then he will see the areas where he needs improvement more clearly. Airspeed Control Should Be Right On



Most pilots fly their airplanes too fast during approach. Presumably, that is because they are afraid of flying them too slowly because we all know the consequence of being too slow. Or do we? The assumption seems to be, if we are slow, we are going to stall and if we stall, we are in a world of hurt. Actually, a pilot has to either work fairly hard or be sleeping just as hard to let the airplane get slow enough to actually stall. A bigger concern is that he lets it get so slow it builds up a rate of descent that can't be easily arrested. Whatever the actual facts, most pilots still tack an extra five or ten miles per hour onto approach . . . just in case. More often, they just let the airspeed float around at some indefinite number that is a comfortable margin above what they know the handbook or the check pilot said was the best glide speed. This is especially noticeable on large airports where they feel airspeed isn't important because they can let the airplane sit in ground effect until it burns off the extra speed and is finally ready to land. The problem with having no faith in the best glide speed and habitually coming in fast is that somewhere on the next cross country a 2,000 foot runway will be waiting for our pilot and it is going to be dead calm when he gets there. There aren't too many airplanes most of us fly that can't be landed easily in 2,000 feet, especially if it has good approaches. However, that assumes the airplane comes over the numbers all ready to land. If it has to hang there for a while getting rid of extra speed, that runway suddenly becomes incredibly short and it's pucker factor time. Every airplane has a glide speed that gives it the most distance over the ground for the least amount of altitude



loss. Any speed above or below that number is going to result in a shorter distance covered. The arbitrary rule of thumb for approach speed is stall plus 30%, so if it stalls at 50 mph, the ap-



proach is made at 65 mph. This is fairly close to the actual best glide speed, although the real number may be a couple miles one way or the other. In almost all airplanes, if the best glide speed is held, there is at least a 5-7 mph cushion before the airplane gets slow enough that drag builds to the point it begins settling noticeably faster. That being the case, why should a pilot be afraid of flying the approach at the right airspeed? Compounding the question of what the actual glide airspeed number should be is the fact that many pilots don't make enough effort to hold a given number, whether that number is right or not. They just can't hold the number. If the airspeed is allowed to fluctuate, a number of things can happen. First of all, if the effort isn't made to keep the attitude and, therefore, the airspeed, nailed to a given position, and the airspeed is allowed to get low, the stage is set for a problem. If, at that point, something happens outside the cockpit that demands attention, it is possible for the speed to continue to decay until there really is a problem. If the airspeed is allowed to wander around during any part of approach it changes the distance the airplane covers in an erratic, unpredictable manner, so the pilot doesn't really know where the airplane is going to wind up. It is another form of consistency. If the speed isn't consistent, the glide won't be consistent either and there is no way the pilot can plan.



Be Smooth, It Doesn't Cost Anything



In reality, it is hard to measure the effect being smooth with the airplane on approach. Unless a pilot is unbelievably crude in his movements, a smooth approach to flying probably isn't really noticeable in the way the airplane performs. Smoothness is, however, very noticeable in the way the pilot interacts with the airplane. If he makes an effort to be smooth, it won't be long before he notices he isn't driving a machine, he has become part of it and they fly the approach as a team. If he yanks the throttle, bangs the flaps out, wracks it into the banks and otherwise brutalizes the entire concept of flight, he will always be doing nothing more than operating a machine. And he will never get to the point that he and the airplane work together. They will al-



ways be fighting one another and that definitely will show. If nothing else, his landings will be arrivals, not experiments to make each landing smoother and more spiritual than the last. Never Fly A Pattern That Is Larger Than Necessary There are very few airplanes that actually need a pattern as large as that which we usually see them flying. Very few. And it is really satisfying to see a pilot, no matter whether he is flying a Mustang, a Bonanza or a Pietenpol, who manages the airplane's energy so well his pattern is a study in economy. It is the mark of a good pilot when he flies a nice tight pattern and puts it on the numbers at minimum speed and either three-points it or puts it on the mains and holds the nosewheel off. It shows a general level of finesse we don't see often enough. Everyone grits their teeth and says something disparaging when they see a C-172 or RV-6 out there on a two mile final, boring in with power, as if it is simply a lower altitude portion of the cross c o u n t r y just completed. There is no finesse. There is no consideration to the possibility of an engine failure. There is no consideration for others in the pattern who will be forced to extend their patterns. An airplane possesses a certain amount of energy when it is on downwind at the initial point opposite the end of the runway and it is the good pilot who does w h a t he can to use



nothing but the conversion of that energy to get him to the runway.



good idea. In theory, any airplane can be landed power off, from a 747 on down. Obviously, the bigger and faster the To Power or Not To Power airplane, the more ridiculous a completely power off landing becomes. Anyone who learned to fly in a Cub Also, the bigger the engine, the more or Champ remembers the drill. End of harm is done by shutting the power runway, carb heat, power all the way down and cooling the engine all the off, trim and estimate the best time to way through the approach. turn base. It was a real game, and a Logically, there is a cut off point in very enjoyable one, to get the airplane terms of airplane type and size where down in such a way that power wasn't power-off landings don't work. Most needed to make up for a low approach sport aviation airplanes, however, fall and a slip wasn't needed to make up below that cut-off point. Or they may for a high one. Either way, it was be so close to it that the right approach may be one in which just enough power power off all the way. Today we understand some instruc- is used to keep the engine warm. tors and regulatory bodies are In keeping with the minimum patadvocating extending the pattern so as tern size objective, an argument could to always be needing power to make be made that the best approach for the runway. The argument, report- any airplane would be the one that edly, is it is easier for the student to uses absolutely the minimum amount correctly assess his position and cor- of power. Zero, if possible. That way rect it with throttle. the engine is protected, but the airThe old time instructors would all plane is close enough to the field that say the student and/or pilot should be it could probably make it if the engine taught to correctly assess his position gets suddenly quiet. This approach without the throttle since at some works for airplanes of any size. point in his career, he may find himIn getting back to the good guys sitself without an engine. When he does, ting around in front of the hangar . . . if he has never practiced power-off they would be hard pressed to agree landings, he is going to have no expe- on too many things, but have an airrience to base his emergency approach plane execute a nice tight, well on. He won't have the foggiest idea controlled approach to a flawless where his airplane is going to wind up. three-point on the numbers and everyBesides needing the experience to one of them would get up and applaud. handle an enroute power failure, if the A job well done is a job well done and pilot habitually makes power-on ap- no where is that clearer than in flying proaches, he is always in a position approaches. To pilot and spectator where he's totally dependent on the alike, there is nothing more satisfying engine to make the runway. Not a than a well executed approach. * Which brings us to a point of possible controversy - power-on versus power-off landings.



SPORT AVIATION 53
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